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Forum on Thai Political Situation in the
age of çWhere has the Ethics gone?é

The current political situation is affecting society as a whole when

conflict emerged between people supporting and protesting Thaksin Shinawatra,

the Prime Minister, when he was alleged of selling all his shares of Shin Corp.

to Temasek of Singapore.  This transaction led to widespread public demonstra-

tion demanding the Prime Minister to resign.  On the opposite side, supporters

of the Prime Minister also gathered to give him support.  Thus, society is filled

with conflict and divided, which has never happened before in Thai society.

To face up to this situation, Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace

(CCJP) realised the urgency to give political education to the public.  In this

light, it organised a forum to give update information on political and social

situation to personnel of Church organisations in Thailand to help them under-

stand and be alert of the situation.  This forum was held on March 2, 2006 from

14.00 -16.00 at a meeting room on the tenth floor, the Building of the Catholic

Bishopsí Conference of Thailand in Bangkok.  The resource person was Mr.

Pairote Polpet, secretary general of Union of Civil Liberty, who gave a picture

of political situation from the beginning of the crisis created by the government

of a majority single party.  This kind of government prevented the opposition

from auditing its administration and populist policies and projects, such as a
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million Baht village fund, which pushed

grassroots people to be more indebted.

More important is that they benefit only

ruling politicians and their colleagues,

while the country is losing heavily.

This forum helped the participants to

be politically motivated.  They asked

On May 4, 2006, CCJP organised a

study session on Papal peace message for

2006 at a meeting room on the tenth floor,

the Building of the Catholic Bishopsû

Conference of Thailand in Bangkok, with

the theme çPower, Truth and Peaceé.  The

purpose of this study was to raise aware-

ness on the significance of promotion and

participation in the building of peace in

society. Achara Somsaengsuang, secretary

general of CCJP, gave a summary of Papal

message on the World Day of Peace,

which was the first peace message of Pope

Benedict XVI.  The message reiterated a

firm stand and belief that peace must dwell

in truth, believe in diversity and learn to

live with it by accepting and respecting

comprehensive consideration.é  Venerable

Phra Phaisarn Wisalo helped the partici-

pants to be aware that çPower is an ob-

stacle to truth, because power does not

want to raise question.  It wants every-

one to believe or submit.  Power would

be proud and believe that everything could

be addressed with money and political

power.  Therefore, power hates and fears

truth, because it could not do anything to

truth.  It could only create falsehood to

replace truth.  What is frightful is that

power monopolises truth, for when it

monopolises truth it would believe that it

was in the right side and thought that it

has attained the supreme truth, which

would be conducive to destruction.  There-

fore, we must have freedom to search for

truth, for it could lead us to change for

righteousness and justice and love.  It is

love that would then lead to peace.  If

we understand human person fully and

comprehensively, we would reduce our

hatred, and love and charity would be

born and then peace is possible.é

Study Session on Papal Message for World Day of Peace 2006
with the Theme çIn Truth, Peaceé

one another.  Religious faithful have the

task of searching only for truth.  In this

peace message, the Pope also mentioned his

concern and hope to see the world with

greater peace where all human beings

commit themselves on the road towards

justice and peace.

In this study session on çPower,

Truth and Peaceé, panellists were Vener-

able Phra Phaisarn Wisalo, abbot of Wat

Pa Sukhato and Wat Pa Maha Wan,

Buddhist temples in Chaiyapoom Pro-

vince, and Mr. Wanchai Tantiwitthayapitak,

executive editor of Sarakhadi Journal.

Mr. Wanchai shared his idea in this panel

discussion that çPower might change or

deviate truth. Therefore, we, who are re-

cipients of message, should raise ques-

tions to search for truth; and to receive

the message we must give careful and

1 : Achara Somsaengsuang, secretary general of CCJP, gave a summary of Papal message
on the World Day of Peace, which was the first peace message of Pope Benedict XVI.

2 : Venerable Phra Phaisarn Wisalo, abbot of Wat Pa Sukhato and Wat Pa Maha Wan,
Buddhist temples in Chaiyapoom Province, and Mr. Wanchai Tantiwitthayapitak, executive
editor of Sarakhadi Journal in this study session on çPower, Truth and Peaceé.
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Mr. Pairote Polpet,
secretary general of
Union of Civil Liberty,
who gave a picture of
political situation.

questions and shared their ideas on po-

litical situation extensively.  They have

also discussed ethical aspect that is

missing in the leader, and the role of

religious faithful who should work to-

gether to bring back ethics to society.
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On Wednesday, May 17, 2006, at

the meeting room on the tenth floor of

the Catholic Bishopsû Conference of

Thailand Building in Bangkok, a

forum on çPolitical Reform and

Peopleûs Participationé was held.  Ms.

Rosana Tositrakul, senate-elect of

Bangkok, was invited as a resource

person to lead the discussion.  The

discussion tried to understand political

reform and learn mechanisms for

participation of popular sector.  Rosana

discussed political reform that the year

1997, which was taken as the first

political and administrative reform when

Thailand got a new Constitution, which

was drafted by the people.  It was

seen as the true democratic constitu-

tion, and believed to be the best

constitution in the world.  However,

the Constitution of 1997 was only good

in its provisions as they could help

address corruption of politicians in

an old fashion, but they have not

provided opportunity for the people to

A Forum on çPolitical Reform and Peopleûs Participationé

take part in a true exercise of power.

Therefore, it is time for the people to

profoundly reflect on goal of political

reform to find out where we want

political reform to lead us to.  The

new political reform must truly

empower popular sector and enable

people to exercise power to audit

politicians so that politics would have

better quality.

In this forum, Bishop Bunluen

Mansap, chairman of Episcopal Office

of Social Works of the Catholic Church

in Thailand, has shared his idea that

religion must be involved in political

reform, and change content rather than

outlook.  He added that, çMany people

said politics is dirty.  In particular,

most religious people would say we

should not get involved in politics,

otherwise it would damage religions.

This attitude is a big mistake.  If

politics is dirty, religion must be salt

to make it clean.  If politics leads to a

dark side, religion must shed light for

politics.  It is the task of religion to

get involved in politics.é

In addition, Bishop Mansap

also voiced out his concern that it was

difficult in the present situation

for Catholics to fulfil their task of

witnessing, since they were also influ-

enced by this money politics to a lesser

or greater extent.

1 - 2 : Ms. Rosana Tositrakul, senate-elect of
Bangkok, was invited as a resource person to
lead the discussion.

3 : Bishop Bunluen Mansap, chairman of Epis-
copal Office of Social Works of the Catholic
Church in Thailand, has shared his idea that
religion must be involved in political reform
and change content rather than outlook.

1
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On June 17-18, 2006, CCJP co-

organised a roundtable discussion with

its partner organisations, i.e. Metta

Dharma Raksa Foundation, Network of

Faithful of Thailand and Council of

Muslim Organisations of Thailand, on

a topic çProblems, Causes and solu-

tion to Crisis of Violence from Reli-

gious Perspectiveé at October 14 Monu-

ment on Ratchadamnern Road,

Bangkok.  The activity was organised

to commemorate the second anniver-

sary of the assassination of Jaroen

Wat-aksorn, the first anniversary of

assassination of Venerable Supot

Suwajo and the disappearance of

Lawyer Somchai Neelapaijit.  The

panellists were representatives from

three religions who have been involved

in the work for social and religious

causes, namely Venerable Phra Kittisak

Kittisophano from Metta Dharma

Raksa, Venerable Bhiksuni Dharma

Nuntha from Wat Song Dharm Kalaya

Temple, Fr. Vichai Phoktavi, a Ca-

tholic priest, Associate Professor

Dr. Walai Na Pombetr from CCJP,

Mr. Vidhaya Wisetratana, a Muslim

scholar, Mr. Niti Hasan from Founda-

tion of Muslim Centre of Thailand,

Ms. Rosana Tositrakul, senator-elect of

Bangkok, Ms. Tuanjai Deetes, caretaker

senator of Chiangrai, Ms. Sunee

Chaiyaros from National Human

Rights Commission, with Dr. Jermsak

Pinthong, caretaker senator of Bangkok,

as moderator and an audience of about

40 people.  The panel discussion was

transmitted on air at ASTV of

Managerûs team to disseminate infor-

mation to broader audience at home.

Regarding contents of the

sharing and discussion, Sunee Chaiyaros

from the National Human Rights

Commission with experience in

monitoring human rights situation in

Thailand said that çViolence in Thai-

land is evidently more serious after

the passing of this Constitution of 1997.

National Human Rights Commission

has documented deaths of human rights

activists, which numbered at 21, not

19, especially grassroots people who

protected their community resource

base, but painfully died.  They died

but no offenders were arrested.  As for

violence from judicial procedures, there

were loopholes, which led to arrest and

detention of local people.  The vio-

lence is ever more widespread because

local people become motivated to

protect their rights, which threatened

vested interest of many parties in power.

In so doing, popular sector is seen as

aggressive and resorting to violence and

regularly protesting government

projects.  This situation is critical.  Now,

the impacts of direction on develop-

ment based on figures, and not suffi-

ciency economy or local communities,

have caused violence and spread equally

to all regions, including the three deep

southern border provinces.é

Roundtable Discussion on the topic çProblems, Causes and
Solution to Crisis of Violence from Religious Perspectiveé, in
Commemoration of the First Anniversary of the Death of
Venerable Phra Supot Suwajo, the Second Anniversary of the Death
of Jaroen Wat-aksorn, and the Disappearance of Lawyer Somchai
Neelapaijit.
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Venerable Phra Kitt i sak

Kittisophano, from Metta Dharma

Raksa Foundation, said, çViolence in

Thai society is intensified in both

quantity and quality.  Some forms of

violence are very profound, impacting

people in the next generations.  The

current social atmosphere does not

allow religion to play its role, as it

should.  Buddhism, Christianity and

Islam are similar when their founders

were exploited by propaganda of the

state and capital that we all are aware

of.  When the state and capital join

hands, the faithful become the weak.

They try to live in peace, but they are

alleged of protesting against develop-

ment.  They are branded as people who

do not promote investment atmosphere.

They do not favour material develop-

ment of the country.é

Fr. Vichai Phoktavi, a Catholic

priest said, çAt present, faithful have

not seen that all these problems are

moral questions.  Many concluded their

analysis as political, economic and

social problems.  Yet, basically they

are moral problems. When our

society does not move towards

righteousness with ethics and

morality, but interest as the base.  So,

the whole society collapses and all

social problems occur.  When the faith-

ful do not see correctly they would

think that it is not their business.  When

we see that this is a question of

morality, we would step in to help

resolve the problem, and religion would

become their conscience.é

Associate Professor Dr.Walai

Na Pombejr, from Catholic Commis-

sion for Justice and Peace, said, çApart

from increase, violence in Thai soci-

ety also spread further.  In particular,

young people are a population of great

concern because violence has already

entered schools.  Students resort to

violence more and more.  For example,

students in primary education hurt each

other, not only students at secondary

level.  In the past, we lived peacefully

because influences from outside did not

come in this fast.  When capitalism

came in so rapidly, we were not

prepared to organise process of non-

violence.é

Tuanjai Deetes, caretaker

senator said, çViolence has 2 levels.

At personal level, violence has

increased.  People lacked charity,

patience or peace in their heart.  This

is also related to violence at the

second level, namely structure of state

policies that use money as stimulus

and economic growth as target.  This

kind of policy structure brings about

more conflict, anger, conflict of inter-

est and violence in families.  When

human hearts lacked charity and peace,

violence would occur in the way of

life and structure of the government

too. When the people disagree with

government projects, the government

and its personnel would look at people

as enemy.  The government only sees

indicators measuring growth of income,

which instead it should measure growth

of happiness.é

Viddhaya Wisetratana, a Mus-

lim scholar said, çAll religions do not

teach people to kill.  Their founders

said whenever a ruler was suspicious

of the people he would destroy them.

He thought they were criminals and

terrorists.  When ruler protects evil,

the evil would spread in society.  In

Islam, Muhammad had never fought

against anyone, He only extended

forgiveness.é

Bhiksuni Dharma Nuntha, from

Wat Song Dharm Kalaya Temple, said,

çThe use of violence to end violence

is like we are accepting violence as

the proper standard to resolve prob-

lem.  Leaders need to be righteous.  If

1 : Venerable Phra Kittisak Kittisophano, from Metta Dharma
Raksa Foundation

2 : Fr.Vichai Phoktawee, a Catholic priest and Associate
Professor Dr. Walai Na Pombejr, from Catholic Commission
for Justice and Peace were sharing and discussion.

1
2
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leaders were not righteous, they could not create better society.é

Rosana Tositrakul, senator-elect of Bangkok, said, çThai

society lacks happiness.  Hence, people turn more to violence and

commit more crimes.  When people are happy, there are lesser

crimes.  When leaders are not ethical and look at the country,

environment and society as the sources of income, this situation

reflects that the whole world would all go wrong.é

Somchai Neelapaijit, a human

rights lawyer and chairperson of the

Association of Muslim Lawyers of

Thailand, has disappeared since March

12, 2004, after accepting to defend a

lawsuit for an alleged Muslim in a JI

case.  This alleged Muslim was bru-

tally tortured by state officials with

different means to force him to accept

the allegation.  At the same time,

Somchai also took initiative to gather

50,000 signatures demanding the

government to lift the Royal act on

emergency in the southern border

provinces, which entrusted full

authorities to state officials.

1 : Bhiksuni Dharma Nuntha, from Wat
Song Dharm Kalaya Temple

2 : The panellists were representatives
from three religions who have been
involved in the work for social and
religious causes.

As for Jaroen Wat-aksorn, the

late chairperson of Local Conservation

Group of Bor Nok and leader in the

protest against Bor Nok power plant

construction, he was shot dead on June

21, 2004, after returning from lodging

a letter of protest against illegal

issuance of title deed over public land

by investors, with the parliamentary

commission on corruption prevention

and suppression.

Venerable Supot Suwajo, an

environmental activist monk of Suan

Metta Dharma meditation centre in

Fang District, Chiangmai Province, was

brutally killed on June 17, 2005.

In total, 21 human rights

advocates were killed under the

administration of Thaksin.
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çDemocracy is not my goalé 1

If we can still recall, this is a golden

verse of the age, which was spoken by

Police Lieutenant Colonel Thaksin

Shinawatra.  He values democracy just

as a means or path towards the goal.

Therefore, we could see that his goal

is not the one for the benefit of the

whole people and the country, but for

his personal wealth and his associates.

This is evident when looking at the

business transaction with a total value

of 73,000 million Baht from selling

shares of Shin Corp, his business

enterprise, to Temasek Capital of

Singapore.  His centralisation and

exercise of power have violated the

Constitution and destroyed parliamen-

tary mechanisms of auditing and checks

and balances, as well as intervening

and dominating mass media. His

government steers the administration

to follow the direction and ideology

he has created, and dictates various

policies and projects for the benefit of

his businesses and associates without

caring for impacts on the majority of

the country. On the other hand, he

introduced marketing and populist

policies spreading out money to the

grassroots people making them to

believe that only Thaksin could help

them out of poverty.  Actually, his

policies push the grassroots people to

have even  more household debts.  He

has built a patron and client relation-

ship, making the people to have the

habit of waiting for assistance without

thinking how to help themselves.  He

has even destroyed moral standards of

society, making people to believe that

corruption is not wrong, and that

tax payment evasion could be done.

Society at large must hold values of

morality and ethics as the guiding

principles in the heart of all.  In

particular, leader of the country must

be a role model.  In this situation,

political situation is at a turning point

when change is coming.

çWhen I came along a demo-
cratic way, if I had to go, I would
go along democratic way.
I donût want a group of people to

blackmail every government.  There-

fore, I decided to dissolve the House

of Representatives and provided for a

new general election.  If I do not win

the election, I will not be the Prime

Minister.  We have to maintain

democracy as best as we can.  We

have to sustain democracyé 2

The dissolution of the House

of Representatives to avoid auditing

with an excuse of following regula-

tions to maintain democracy, is

actually a purification by votes of the

people to get legitimacy for his return

to power.  This was done through a

general election with a total budget of

2,200 million Baht from state revenues.

Yet, the situation did not occur as

expected when the people had taught

Political and Social Situation in the First Half of 2006

Political Reform and Participation of Popular Sector

1
 çDemocracy is not my goal.  Democracy is just a vehicle.  We could not drive a Rolls Royce to solve problems of rural people.  It is a pickup truck

or four-wheel drive that could do the job.  Therefore, we have to think carefully and choose what is appropriate.é, Pol. Lt. Col. Thaksin Shinawatra

speaking on eradication of poverty, (The Nation, December 11, 2003)

2
 Pol. Lt. Col. Thaksin Shinawatra spoke to the Cabinet on Mary 7, 2006 when there was a demand for him to step down. (Krungthep Turakij, March

8, 2006)
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Professor Prawes Wasi
3
 said,

çThe contribution of ùThaksin Systemû

is that it made Thai people to be widely

motivated, which has never been

before in history. Hundreds of

thousands, and even millions, have

learned political system, corruption,

privatisat ion, sel l ing shares to

foreigners, etc.  It is a moral and

ethical motivation of popular sector.

It is a building of awareness, and rich

social and intellectual capitals, which

popular politics must continue to build

these capitals further.é

Those who are concerned with

political situation were afraid of the

danger of Thaksin system, which has

already spread to every corner and

created conflict and division among

members of Thai society further, as

we can see recently.  Even today, the

voice of society is calling for political

reform to address problems of

manipulating political advantage to

destroy essence of democracy and

intention of the Constitution of 1997.

The society is also demanding for

solution of the problems of inhibiting

participation of popular sector and

ethical crisis of government leaders.

The government could not ignore these

voices.  Thai Rak Thai Party expressed

its intention to take a lead in political

reform and modification of the Con-

stitution, indicating that a third party

would come in to fulfil this mission

with a period of about one year.  How-

ever, the voice of the popular sector

continues to refuse it with distrust.  It

sees that the government still controls

power and mechanisms in its hand, and

it is difficult that the forthcoming

political reform and modification of

the Constitution would be free from

political intervention.

Given this situation, there was

huge demonstration of popular sector

to mutually advocate for political

a lesson that they did not want a leader

who is not moral or ethical.  They

have overwhelmingly voted on the ùno

voteû slot.  They also intentionally

damaged the highest number of bal-

lots in history.  As such, he could not

proudly claim his victory with the 16

million votes he has got.  He announced

to stay away from politics and would

not take the position of premiership

until the process of recruitment in the

Parliament would be complete.  He

also declared to go ahead with the sec-

ond round of political reform demanded

by popular sector.  All these attempts

are his resolution to bring back his

dignity.

Get Rid of Thaksin System, Forward for Political Reform, Build Just Society

reform that people from every sector

play a part in proposing and formula-

ting guidelines and pace for strong

and powerful political reform.  With

this commitment, they were successful

in setting up a confederation of 26

networks of people organisations.

These are : Midnight University,

Network on Solidarity for Political

Reform, Network of Scholars for

Democracy, Network of People

Organisations and NGOs, Peopleûs

Alliance for Democracy, Thai NGOs

Co-ordination Committee on De-

velopment, Committee on Solidarity of

Thai Workers, Thai Network of People

Living with HIV/AIDS, Federation of

Labour Relations in State Enterprises,

Federation of Consumer Organisations,

Network on Natural Resources and the

4 Crisses of Thaksin System
1. Thaksin system ... Robbing Constitution, Dominating democracy

2. Thaksin system ... fond of neo-capitalism to forget the country

3. Thaksin system ... Corrupt the country

3
 An article on popular politics and 8 missions by Professor Dr. Prawes Wasi, from www.manageronline, April 11, 2006
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Environment, Network of Business

People for Society, Network of Slum

Areas in Four Regions, Assembly of

the Poor, FTA Watch, Federation of

Southern Fisher Folks, and National

Students Co-ordination Centre, etc.

The political reform that the

popular sector wants is a politics that

is driven by morality and ethics.  It

must not be just modification of the

Constitution, but the ultimate goal must

be to build justice in Thai society and

respond to real problems of the people.

It must give power to the people to

have equal access to and exercise the

power.  It must establish processes for

effective auditing of the exercise of

power by society.  It must empower

politics of popular sector, which is the

essential foundation for development

of democracy in which people could

exercise their rights and freedom,

take up their role in developing the

country, and initiate effective checks

and balances of political power in

parliamentary and political party sys-

tem.  In addition, this political reform

should go side by side with social

reform addressing major problems in

Thai society, such as management of

land, water, forest, energy, biodiversity,

building justice in economic system,

formulation of basic public policies,

reform of public media, decentralisation

of power to local and community level.

Above all, it is necessary that political

reform lead to solution of poverty at

grassroots level, sustainability of

resource base, liberation from struc-

ture of conflict, protection of commu-

nity and human rights in different

aspects and for national stable and

sustainable development.
4

Although Thai society at the

moment is in the midst of political

conflict, it is sooner or later that a

new political reform to correct loop-

holes in the Constitution is a path we

have to take.  Then, the flag of a new

political reform by popular sector

would be hoisted side by side with the

reform flag of the state.  The process

would integrate recommendations

and different issues voiced out and

demanded by the people from all

sectors.  It is only in this manner that

the Constitution would be truly the

peopleûs version as in article 3 of the

Constitution of the Royal Kingdom of

Thailand, which provides that çThe

sovereign power belongs to the Thai

peopleé.
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Photo from Web Gallery of Art

ç JUSTICE IS THE CONSTANT AND PERPETUAL WILL TO RENDER TO

EVERY MAN HIS DUE. JURISPRUDENCE IS THE KNOWLEDGE OF DIVINE

AND HUMAN AFFAIRS AND KNOWLEDGE OF WHAT IS JUST AND WHAT IS

UNJUST. é

(Matthew 7:12 and Luke 6:31).

goodgovt
Ambrogio Lorenzetti Allegory of Good

Government Top right Allegorical
Personifications of Faith Charity and Hope

Left Peace Fortitude Prudence
Middle Good Government

Right Magnanimity Temperance Justice.

badgovt
The Allegory of the Bad Goverment is
situated on the wall opposite to Allegory
of Good Government. At the centre of the
dais sits Tyrannia, with the appearence of
a demon, with horns and fangs. The figure
of Tyranny has flowing womanûs hair, a
cloak with gold embroidery and precious
stones, a gold cup in her hand and a
goat, the traditional symbol of lust, at her
feet. Below is the vanquised Justitia:
the scales are broken and scattered around
her on the ground. Around Tyrannyûs
throne are gathered the Vices.
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Of Thousands of Words, Images and Impression
world society, like what all your

organisations are similarly doing. With

the intention to continue developing its

work and inform and invite the public

to take part in the promotion of justice

and peace and human rights broadly

and more diverse, we see that the use

of Internet is very important for the

promotion of the work and various ac-

tivities.

Given this reason, we have

developed a website www.jpthai.org

and tried to update both contents and

format so that it would be more attrac-

tive and useful for the public as the

source of information on human rights

and application of religious teachings

in daily life.  Its attempt wants to be a

part in building justice and peace in

society.

The website of CCJP is cur-

rently in Thai version.  We are devel-

oping to

include English version as well so that

you could follow our work and activi-

ties, as well as situation on human rights

in Thailand and other interesting ar-

ticles.

Here, we would like to inform

you that from the next issue onward

we will stop posting JP newsletter by

mail.  However, you could follow up

our work from www.jpthai.org.  Should

you want to receive JP Newsletter by

email, please send your email address

to jpthai@jpthai.org and we will send

JP Newsletter directly to your email.

With confidence,

CCJP Staffsweb - www.jpthai.org  Website of CCJP

It has been more than 15 years that

Catholic Commission for Justice and

Peace of Thailand has published JP

Newsletter to share news on various

activities implemented by CCJP.  JP

Newsletter helps the readers to know

its organisation and work with the

hope that they would be a part of the

commitment to bring about justice,

peace and human rights to Thai and
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